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2 of 2 review helpful Fascinating By Deborah Underwood A must read for all who are interested in what exactly it 
means to be enlightened when one has completely lost all sense of being a separate ego An experienced meditator and 
devotee of Transcendental Meditation along with total involvement with the TM organization she eventually became 
disillusioned with the cruelty and hypocrisy ripe within the organization isn The autobiography is the extraordinary 
story of how a young Jewish woman from the Midwest came to terms with the powerful transformation despite the 
mind s relentless attempts to pathologize it and how the experience ultimately blossomed into full Self realization It is 
an account of the fourteen year aftermath of a complete and irrevocable shattering of personal identity a permanent 
switching off and falling away of everything This book was born of the desire to pro This is an extraordinary account 
of the experience of selflessness It points to the heart of spiritual practice even though the language it uses does not 
emphasize the importance of practice Joseph Goldstein An excellent read This book can s 
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